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0. INTRODUCTION 
Let C! be a bounded domain with smooth boundary dQ in the N-dimen- 
sional Euclidean space RN and let us consider the initial-boundary value 
problem for the classical quasi-linear wave equation with a dissipation, 
u,,-V{a(lVul*)VU} +u(x)u,=O in Qx[O,ce) 
4x, 0) = uo, 4(x, 0) = Ul, and 4X2=0, 
(0.1) 
where a(u) is a function like a(u) = l/G and a(x) is a smooth 
nonnegative function on 0. 
When a(x) ~0 it is well known that generally, smooth solutions never 
exist in whole time, in other words, a solution may blow up in a finite time 
even if the initial datum (uo, ul) is very smooth and small (cf. Lax [S]). 
On the other hand, if a(x) aso> for some constant so the problem 
(0.1) admits a global smooth solution if (u,, 1(r) is sufficiently smooth 
and small (of course, under a certain compatibility condition) (cf. Nishida 
[13], Matsumura [7], Slemrod [17], Bloom [l], Milani [6], etc.). Such 
a result is known even for more general or fully nonlinear hyperbolic 
equations (cf. Klainerman [4], Shibata [16], etc.). For these arguments 
the energy decay of solutions of the linearized equation is essential. 
In this paper we are interested in the case when a(x) is nonnegative, but 
vanishes somewhere in a. Under this weaker condition we shall derive an 
existence theorem of global smooth solutions for small initial data. 
More precisely, we make the following assumption on u(x): 
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HYPOTHESIS I. a( .) belongs to Cm+’ 
for any XE~ and #O a.e. XE~, and 
(@for some integer m > 0, a(x) 3 0 
ll~-lll~-(~~~dx)l’~<~ for some p with 0 < p < 1. (0.2) 
Note that by taking p small, a(x) is admitted to vanish on N- 1 dimen- 
sional manifolds in Sz. 
In order to explain the difficulty of our problem let us consider the 
linearized equation at u = 0: 
U,,-Llu+a(x)u,=O in sZx[O,co) 
4% 0) = uo, 4(x, 0) = Ul, and ul&a=O. 
(0.3) 
When a(x) 2 so > 0 it is easy to see that for a solution of (0.3) the energy 
E(u(t)) z (l/2){ Ilut(t)ll: + IlVu(s)ll:} decays exponentially as t -+ 00, i.e., we 
have 
E(u(t)) d CE(u(0)) eCAr, c> 0, (0.4) 
for a certain 1> 0. By use of this we can prove the existence of global 
smooth solutions with small amplitude for the problem (O.l), which is the 
essential feature in the earlier papers cited above. If a(x) vanishes, however, 
it seems difficult to expect such a decay property as (0.4). Indeed, we know 
only the following much weaker decay property under the Hypothesis I 
(see [9]): 
@u(t)) < C,(l + t)--‘y (0.5) 
where m is an integer with m > N/2 and C, is a positive constant 
depending on II~oIIHm+, + II~IIIHm. Note that the decay rate of E(u(t)) in 
(0.5) depends on the regularity itself of the solution u(t) and hence this 
decay property is very delicate. 
By a careful analysis we shall show that if p > N/(2m - N - l), the 
problem (0.1) admits a global smooth solution if the initial datum (uo, u1 ) 
belongs to a set YcH,+,xH,. Here, roughly speaking, the set Y is 
unbounded in H, + 1 x H, and contains a small neighbourhood of (0,O) in 
&+1 x fim. It may be worth mentioning that our result is new even for the 
case a(x) 2 so > 0 (formally, the case p = co ) since our set 9’ is unbounded 
in a certain sense. 
Now, let us state precise assumptions on a(o). 
HYPOTHESIS II. a(u) belongs to C”+*([O, L]) for some L>O and 
satisfies the conditions (ellipticity condition) 
o(o)>k,>O and o+20’.v~K,>O (0.6) 
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for 0 < v < L, where k0 and kI are positive constants which may depend 
on L. (In what follows we fix a positive constant L in Hypothesis II.) 
We could treat a more general equation with -V{ B . VU} replaced by 
where { ci, j} is a matrix valued symmetric function satisfying the “ellipticity 
condition,” and our result (Theorem 1) is valid for this general case. But, 
we restrict ourselves to the case in Hypothesis II for simplicity, which never 
changes the essential feature of the proof. 
The basic idea of the proof of our result is similar to our previous paper 
[lo], where the usual semilinear wave equation with a degenerate dis- 
sipative term is treated. Needless to say, the quasi-linear equation (0.1) is 
physically more interesting and also difficult for application of our method. 
Our method can be also applied to another type of quasi-linear equation 
u,, - M( IIVu( t) 1) ‘) Au + a(x) u, = 0 in Ox[O,cc) 
(0.8) 
4% 0) = uo, u,(x, 0) = Ul, and ulX?=O, 
where M(v) is a smooth positive function and lI.Il denotes the usual L2 
norm on Q. In the final section we shall mention briefly an existence result 
of global smooth solutions to the above problem (0.8). 
1. PRELIMINARIES AND RESULTS 
We shall denote by Dk, k a positive integer, any partial differentiation of 
order k with respect o the space variables xi, i= 1, . . . . N, and also sums of 
such partial differentiations. The differentiation with respect o the time t is 
denoted by D, or a/at. H,,,, a,,,, etc., denote usual Sobolev spaces on Q. Lp, 
0 < p < co, is the usual Banach space with norm 11. Ilp and we write often 
IHI for lH12. 
Let u(t) be a smooth solution of the problem (0.1) on 62 x [0, T), T> 0 
(replace B x [0, co) by Q x [0, T) in (0.1)). Then, it must hold that 
D$(t) = Df-*{V. (a lVuj*) Vu) - au,} 
=D:-2{2cr’.(Du)2 D2u+aAu)-aa(x)‘u (1.1) 
- J,(Du, D, Du, . . . . Of-’ Du, D*u, . . . . Of-’ D’u) - a(x) D:-‘u. 
Thus, given (uo, ui) we can define u2, u3, . . . . u,+ i succesively by 
uk = Jk(DUo, Du,, . . . . hkp2, D2Uo, . . . . D2Uk-,) -a(X),Uk- 1 (1.2) 
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(k = 2, . . . . m + 1). In fact we could show that if u0 E H, + , and U, E H, with 
m>N/2+1, then u~EH,,,+~-~ (see Proposition 3.2 in Section 3). 
DEFINITION 1.1. The initial datum (u,, ui) E H,,,+ , x H, is said to 
satisfy the compatibility condition of the m th order if (uk )* <k < m + I are . . 
well defined as functions by ( 1.2) and if 
ukEH,+l-knfil, k=O,l,..., mandu,+,EL’. 
We denote by 8, the set of pairs (uO, ul) which satisfy the compatibility 
conditions of the mth order. It is not difficult to see that 8, is a closed 
subset in H,, i x H, and a,,,+ i x 8, c 8, if m > N/2 + 1 (see Section 3). 
Now, the following theorem concerning the existence of a local solution 
is standard (cf. T. Kato [3], Y. Shibata [16]). 
THEOREM 0. Let m > N/2 + 1 be an integer and assume that (uO, u,) 
satisfies the compatibility condition of the mth order and also l~Vu,~)2, <L. 
Then, there exists T= T(IIuoIIH,+,, IJulIIH,,,, L- IIVu,11~) such that the 
problem (0.1) on Q x [0, T) admits a unique solution u(t) in the class 
fi C”([O, T); H,,,+l-knfi,)nCm+l([O, T); L2). 
k=O 
Moreover, the solution can be continued in t as long as crzd II D$( t)llH,+, -Ir 
is bounded and IIVu( t)ll ‘, < L. 
Needless to say, Hypothesis I is not required for Theorem 0, instead, 
smoothness of a( .) is sufficient. The proof of Theorem 0 is given by com- 
bining the a priori estimates in the sequel with the standard semi-group 
theory. Anyway, it is standard and omitted here. 
Our main result reads as follows. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that Hypotheses I, II are satisfied with m and p 
such that 
m>N/2+1 and (2m-N-l)p>N. (1.3) 
Then, there exists an (unbounded) open set 9’ in 8, containing (0,O) such 
that if (u,, u,)EY, the problem (0. 1) admits a unique solution u(t) in the 
class 
2 Ck([O, co); H,+,-,nzl,)nc”+‘([O, 00); L2) 
k=O 
(1.4a) 
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and it satisfies the following decay or boundedness properties 
m+l-j 
kgo II~$4fNHm+,-,-k~ Crn(l + wpiiN (1.4b) 
for 0 d j < m, where C, is a positive constant depending on IIuOllH,+, + 
IIuAlffm and other known constants. 
Remark. Since a(x) is smooth we must take at most p < N/2 (consider 
the simplest case a(x) = Ix-x0j2, x,E@, and hence (1.3) is meaningful if 
(2m-N-1)>2, i.e., m>(N+3)/2. 
For the proof of our Theorem 1 we need the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 1.1 (Gagliardo-Nirenberg) (cf. Henry [2]). Let 1 <r <q and 
1 < p 6 q < co, and let k, m be integers with 0 <k < m. Then, the inequality 
Ilull wb d C IlUlleW,.~ Ilullf~e for UE WmyP (1.5) 
holds provided that 0 < 8 < 1 (0 < 8 < 1 if q = 00 ), where we set 
LEMMA 1.2 [S]). Let b(t) b e a nonnegative decreasing function on 
[0, T), O< T< co, such that 
~(t)‘+Y~CO(~(t)-~(f+l)) 
with some C, > 0 and y > 0. Then, we have 
d(t)< {(b(0)-Y+yC;‘(t- l)+}-1’Y for OQ t< T. 
((t-l)+-max{t-LO}.) 
By the local existence theorem (Theorem 0) it suffices for the proof of 
Theorem 1 to derive a priori estimates (1.4b) for the local solution u(t) on 
[0, T) in the sense of Theorem 0. 
2. ENERGY DECAY UNDER THE ASSUMPTION 
suPO<t<Tztd Ila4t)ll&+,-,~~ 
Let u(t) be a local solution on [0, T), T> 0, in the sense of Theorem 0. 
Suppose that 
m+l 
kgo Il~?4t)llH,,,+,-, < K on F-4 T) (2.1) 
505/98/2-S 
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for some K> 0 and also 
sup IlVu(t)ll’, < L. 
O=Gf<T 
(2.2) 
As the first step of the estimation of the (local) solution we shall derive, 
under the assumptions (2.1) and (2.2), an estimate for the energy 
E(u(t)) - f Il~,Wl12 + j Nw~)l’) dx (2.3) n 
where we set 
Note that we have, by Hypothesis II, 
~(Iw~)12)~~o IWt)l’ if IlVu(t)ll2, <L (2.4) 
and also that there exists k, = k,(L) > 0 such that 
41Vu12) lVu12~koF(IVu12) if lVu12 < L. (2.5) 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let u(t) be a local solution of (0.1) on 0 x [0, T), 
T> 1, satisfying (2.1) and (2.2). Then, it holds that 
sup E(u(s)) 
r<s<t+1 
=E(u(t))< C{D(t)2P’(p+‘) SUP IIu,(s)ll zcp+ ‘) + D(t)2} (2.6) 
r<sst+ 1 
for 0 Q t < T- 1, where C is a positive constant independent of u and we set 
D(t)2=E(u(t))-E(u(t+ 1)). 
Proof: The proof is very similar to the one of Proposition 1 in [9] 
(see also [lo]) and we sketch it briefly. 
Multiplying Eq. (0.1) by U, and integrating we have 
t+1 I s a(x) lu,l*dxds=E(u(t))-E(u(t+ 1))~D(t)’ (2.7) I Q 
for 0 < t c T- 1. Here, by the assumption on a(x) we see 
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1+1 s I Iu,12 dx ds f n 
r+1 
ij j 
PAP + 1) 
< Ila-‘II;‘(p+‘) a(x) Iut12 dx ds 
I R 
X sup Ih.&)II~(p+‘) 
r<s<r+1 
<CD(t)2p’(p+1) sup jlU,(S)ll~(p+l) 
tCS<I+l 
(2.8) 
(In the above and hereafter we denote by C various positive constants 
independent of u and K.) 
Thus, there exist t, E [t, t + l/4] and t2 E [t + 3/4, t + l] such that 
llu,(ti)l12 < 4 {the right hand side of (2.8)}, i= 1,2. (2.9) 
Next, multiplying the equation by u and integrating over [tl, t2] we 
have 
li ‘2 r~(lVu(s)l~).IV~(~)I~dxds fl f2 
12 
= SI bA~)12 dx ds+ (ut(tl), u(tl)) - (u,(tJ, 4td) ,, R 
f2 
- 
SI a(x) u,u dx ds 11 f2 
< C{D(t)2p’(p+‘) su  Ilu,(s)ll~(Pfi  
rss<r+1 
+ (D(t)P’(P+ l) sup Ilu,(s)ll Z(p+ l’+ D(t)) 
t<s<t+ 1 
X sup Ibb)II > = 4t)2. 
t<Sbl+l 
From (2.8), (2.10), and (2.5) we have 
E(u(t2)) < 2 j” E(u(s)) ds < CA(t)2 
11 
and hence, by the energy identity similar to (2.7), 
E(u(t)) = sup E(u(s)) 
t<Sbt+l 
d E(u(t,)) + j’+’ j a(x) lu,12 dx ds , R 
< C(A(t)2 + D(t)‘) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
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which together with Young’s inequality implies easily the desired estimate 
(2.6). Q.E.D. 
From the above proposition we obtain further the following 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let u(t) be a local solution on R x [0, T), T> 0, 
satisfying (2.1) and (2.2). Then, it holds that 
E(u(t)) < gK(t)-2pm’N, O<t<T, (2.12) 
where we set 
and define gK(t) by 
gAt)=ZO WP”+C--~K--/ P”(t- l)+, O<t<T. (2.13) 
Proof: Inequality (2.12) is trivial if 0 < T < 1 and we may assume T> 1. 
By Lemma 1.1 and (2.1) we see 
with 8 = N/2m, and hence by (2.6), 
E(u(t)) = sup E(u(s)) 
t<s<t+1 
<C@(t) 
2Pl(P + 1) KNh(P + 1) sup E(u(s)) + D(t)*}. (2.14) 
tCS<l+l 
Applying Young’s inequality to (2.14) we have 
or 
E(u(t))‘+N’2mp<C(KN’mpD(t)2+D(t)2+N’mp) 
<CKN’mp{E(~(t))-E(~(t+ 1))). (2.15) 
(Note that E(u(t))<E(u(O))=Zg< CK2 under the conditions (2.1) and 
W).) 
Now, applying Lemma 1.2 to (2.5) we obtain the estimate (2.12). Q.E.D. 
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3. ESTIMATION OF C'$=+d-j IID;k~(t)ll~~+,~,_~, 1 < j<m, 
UNDER THE ASSUMPTION c;_'d I(D;k~(t)ll~,+,-,,< K 
On the basis of the decay estimate (2.12) of the usual energy of the 
(local) solutions we shall derive estimates for escalated norms of u(t). In 
this section we shall establish the first step for this. 
PROPOSITION 3.1, Let u(t) be a local solution as in Proposition 2.1. Then, 
it holds that 
m+l-j 
kzo II~;k~(f)II~,+,-,-,~B~,jg~(t)-piiN, OGt< T (3.1) 
for j= 1, 2, . . . . m, where B, j are certain positive constants depending on K 
and j. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.1 we have, for l< j<m and i= 1,2, 
IIe4~HH,+,-,-, 6 c Ilqwll~;!~ Ilq4~Nl~m+,~, (3.2) 
with ej= 1 -j/m. Hence, by the assumption (2.1) and the estimate (2.12), 
IMt)ll H,+,-, + II%wllH,-, 
< CK’jg, (t ) --jplN E Bg; g,(t) -@IN. (3.3) 
For the estimation of IID;ku(t)llH,,,+ ,-,-k, 2 <k <m, we use the induction. 
Assume that 
ll~f~(t)ll~~+~-,~,~B~~jgK(f)-‘p’N (3.4) 
holds for 0 < i < k - 1 (2 <k cm) with some B$!!j (B$ s B$). 
We shall prove that a similar estimate holds for i = k. 
By the equation for u(t) we see 
Dfu(t) = Df-*{D*u T(Du) - a(x) u,} (T(v) = o’(IP) . v* + rr(z?)) 
=Y(“5’) DfD2u~Df-2-ifJDu)-a(x)Df-‘u 
=D~-*D*w~(Du)+~~~ Df D*u c r@) 
i=O s, 
x (0; 0~)~’ ... (0; Du)‘*- a(x) D;k-lu(t), (3.5) 
308 
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si= 
i 
(a,, . ..) a,, r,, . ..) TJE N2” il rd= r, c, a,r,=k-2-i, 
a,<a,< ... <a,andr>l . 
I 
Since IlVu(t)[l a, <L we see 
/p-*D*uJ(Du)I( 
<c llDf-‘D*ull <c IID:-*UII”* 
~CB~,:)I~kgK(t)-(m+‘-k)p’N (by 3.4)). (3.6) 
Moreover, if k 2 3 we see for 0 6 i < k - 3 and (tlr , . . . . tl,, r, . . . . r,) E Si that 
IlDf D2u . I+). (D;’ Du)” . . . (Dy Du)‘~~/ 
< C IlDf D2u. (D;’ Du)” . . . (DF Du)‘~II 
< C IlDf D241,, IID;’ D4;,,1 . . . IID: D4$,, (3.7) 
where we should choose pi, j = 0, . . . . S, so that 
26pjdoo and jcOi=k. (3.8) 
We must check the possibility of such a choice of (pj>. Noting that 
D~D*u(~)EH,-,_~ and DF Du(t)E H,-, 
for each t and taking Sobolev’s imbedding Lemma (cf. Lemma 1.1) into 
account we set 
00 do= 2N 
N-2(m-1-i) 
and 
jjjJ= 
2N 
ri(N-2m-2a,\ 
N 
if ma-+l+i 
2 
N (3.9) 
if M<y+l+i 
N 
if ma--+uj 
2 
N 
if m-c-+uj. 
2 
(3.10) 
Then, 
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=(N-2m+2+2i)+ 
2N 
+& .i. r,(N-2m+2aj) 
J = JO 
(assume that N-2m+2aJ>0 ifj>j, and N-2m+2aJ<0 ifj<j,) 
<(N-2m+2+2i)++(N-2m) 1 ’ 
2N 2N 
+~,x rjaj (ifN-2m+2cr,>O) 
J=l 
(note that N < 2m) 
=(N-2m+2+2i)++N-2m 1 
2N 
2N+z(k-2-i) 
2N-4m-2+2k N 
2N 
if iam-T-1 
= N-2m+2k-4-2i N 
2N 
if i<m---1 
2 
N-m-l N 
N 
if iam---l 
2 
< N-4-2i N 
2N 
if i<m---1 
2 
1 
<-. 
2 
(3.11) 
When N - 2m + 2a, < 0, (3.11) holds trivially. Therefore we can choose 
{pi};= ,, in such a way that 
2<Pj<pj and i;=;9 (3.12) 
and moreover 
H m-l-iC Lpo and H,,-,, c Lfiq (j = 1,. . . . s). (3.13) 
Thus, the inequality (3.7) is verified with such a choice of (p,} and we 
have, by Lemma 1.1, 
{the right hand side of (3.7)) 
<c lpfD2ul11-eo I(DfD2uJ(~m-,-, 
x fi I(DfDull~(l-~) JID{lhll&, (3.14) 
j=l 
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with 
and 
Here, by use of the assumption (2.1) and the induction assumption (3.4) 
we have further the estimate 
(the right hand side of (3.14)) 
<cB$,),-i-l .gK(t)~(l~Bo)(m~i~I)P/N~Bo 
x fi (B~~_.g,(t)~‘,“-3)(m-a,)P/~Kr,B,} 
j=l 
E &)gK(pPly (3.16) 
Here. 
qi=(l-B,)(m-i-l)+ 1 rj(l-Oj)(m-cl,) 
j=l 
+-j-l)-;+N i i 
,=OPj 
s 
( 7 
s 
+ 1 m-7 rj- 1 rjaj 
j= 1 j=l 
(note that r > 1). 
The last term in (3.5) is obviously estimated as 
Ila( .) Dk- ‘u(t)11 < CBck-” I K,m k+2gK(f)-(m-k+2)p’N. 
Summing up the above estimates and noting that gK(f)- ’ <IO”/“” 6 
CKNJpm we arrive at the inequality 
IlD;u(t)ll <&)gK(t)-(m+l-k)p’N (3.17) 
with a certain constant B(K2) depending on K. 
Finally, by use of Lemma 1.1 once more again we have from (3.17) that 
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G IID:4t)ll’-e II+4f)II~m+,~, 8= 
m+l-k-j 
m+l-k 
< CK~~.(K~)(~--B)~~(~)-~PIN 
&p).gK(f)-j~lN 
K-3 
(3.18) 
which shows that (3.4) is valid for i= k and now the procedure of the 
induction for the proof of (3.4), 2 < i < m, is complete. Finally, to see (3.1) 
we have only to put B,j - Cf=, Bg!j. Q.E.D. 
In connection with Proposition 3.1 we shall give another proposition 
which is concerned with the compatibility condition on (u,, ui). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let 2m > N + 1 and assume that (uO, u1 ) E H,,, + 1 x H,,, 
and IIVu,ll o. CL. We define uk, k= 2, 3, . . . . m + 1, by (1.2). Then, it holds 
that 
and 
uk~Hrn+~-k (H,,= L’) (3.19) 
II~kllH,+,-k~qk(II~OIIH,+, + Il~llld (3.20) 
for k = 2, 3, . . . . m + 1, where the qk(u))s are certain polynomials with positive 
coefficients uch that qk(0) = 0. 
Proof. We shall prove the assertions by induction. By the assumption, 
(3.19) and (3.20) are valid for k=O, 1 (with qO(u)=ql(u)=o). 
Let us suppose that 
~i~Hrn+~--i and ll”i II ffm+I-,~Cli(lm) (3.21) 
for i = 0, 1, . . . . k-l (2<k<m+l), where we set Zm=(J~OllH,+,+JI~,IIH, 
for convenience. 
We also use the abbreviated notation & for denoting various differentia- 
tions with respect o xi and t of order j and also their sums which contain 
at most k- 2 order differentiation with respect to t. Then, as is seen in 
(3.5), we have, for an assumed solution u(t), that 
D”+‘-kD~~(t)=Dm+‘-kD~-2{D2~f(D~)+a(x)u,} 
=~m-1(D2uT(Du)+a(x)u,} 
=dm+l 
m-2 m-l 
u.T(Du)+ 1 
i=O ( > i 
bi+ Q 1 f(r) 
s, 
x (Dal + lu)Il . . . (Dar + lU)Q + &“+ ’ - “0;” - lu, (3.22) 
where Si is defined as in (3.5) with k replaced by m + 1. 
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Thus, setting t = 0 in (3.22) formally, we have 
D m+l-k - uk = urn + I . flDwJ 
(3.23) 
where we have used the notation 
(DiDfu(0)=)D’u;=ii;+j for O<i<k-2. 
Note that by the assumption of induction, iij E H, + I -i and 
IIGjI/Ifm+~-, <@&-2(Im)=oneof (q;ff$. (3.24) 
Now, defining (jjj}TCo by (3.9) and (3.10) we see, for O<i<m-2, 
(replace k in the calculation getting (3.11) by m + 1) 
if i>m-N-l 
2 
N 
ifi<m--- 1 
2 
1 
<- 
2 
(by 2m> N+ 1). (3.25) 
Hence, we can choose p,, j = 0, . . . . s, such that 
and moreover (see (3.13)) 
H m-l-iCLPo and H,,-, cL&‘J, j= 1, . . . . s. I 
Thus, we have from (3.23) and (3.24) that 
i 
m-2 
llf) m+‘-kUkll <c Iliim+l/l + C lliii+i!ll,C lliiarl+Ill~~rl 
i=O s 
... 1122 r,+J;r,+ IIDm+l-k~k~~ 
Ill 
m-2 
<c 4&z+ c &j:“;+qk-I -qk&). (3.26) 
i=O S, 
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This inequality is of course valid for llDiukll, j= 0, 1, . . . . m-k, and we 
conclude that uk E H, + 1 _ k and 
ll~kll”,+,-,~qk(L). (3.27) 
The proof is now complete. Q.E.D. 
4. SHARPER ESTIMATION OF IlD~+'~(t)ll + IIDyu(t)llH, 
UNDER THE ASSUMPTION c;Td IID;k~(t)ll~,+~~~ < K 
In this section we shall prove the following proposition which gives a 
sharper estimate for llD~“u(t)ll + IID;u(t)llH, under the conditions (2.1) 
and (2.2). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose that Hypotheses I, II are satisfied with m, p 
such that m > N/2 + 1 and (2m - N - 1) p > N. Then, under the assumptions 
(2.1) and (2.2) the local solution u(t) on [0, T) meets the estimate 
IID :+‘4t)ll + IlW4t)ll,,, G &tK Zo) = WZ,n)+ &UC &J (4.1) 
for O<t<T, where we set q(Z,)=max,~i~,+,qi(Z,,,) and D,(K,Z,) 
denotes a certain positive constant depending on K and I0 in such a way that 
;yo Q,(K LJ = 0. (4.2) 
Proof: By m-times differentiation of the equation with respect to t we 
have 
D y”u(t)-VDy{a(lVu(t)12).Vu(t)} +a(x) Dy+“u(t)=O. (4.3) 
Here, we see further 
Dy{aVu(t)}=a.D’:Vu(t)+ f D;wD;-~VU. 
k=l 
Therefore, multiplying Eq. (4.3) by D, m+ ‘u and integrating over L2 we have 
;f I~D~+‘u(t)l~2+jQa.D~u.D~+1Vudx 
+s a(x) IDy+‘u(t)12 dx 
x2 
+ jGV{D~crVu} Dy+‘udx. (4.4) 
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Here, concerning the last term of the right hand side we see 
5 V{DTaTu} Dy+‘udx R 
=2 j-/ {D;-‘( a’ .Vu .Vu,) Vu} DT+‘u dx 
=2/J.{ a’. (Vu. 07 Vu) Vu 
Df+’ Du=Dy-l-k(a’.Du).Du 
=-2j a’ . (Vu. DT Vu)(Vu .Dy + ’ Vu) dx 
R 
{Dt+’ D2u. Dyp’-k(a’. Du). Du 
+Dk+lDu.D~p’pkD(ar.Du)Du * 
+Dk+’ Du.D~+‘-k(a’.Du).D2u} Dy+‘udx I 
d 
<-- 
i dt R 
a’ . [Vu .Dy Vu1 2 dx 
+ Qla I “.DuDu,l jVu.D;Vu12dx 
+Cmi2 {j IDf+l D2u D:p’pk(a’. Du)l [Dul IDy+‘ul dx 
k=O Q 
+jQ ID, k+‘DW’-‘-k (T.D’u)I IDul lD~+‘ul dx 
+ ja ID, k+lD~DY-‘-k (a’ .Du)I lD2ul IDy+‘uI dx 
> 
, (4.5) 
where we set r E r( Du) E a” . ( Du)~ + a’. 
Concerning the second term of the left hand side of (4.4) we see 
s a.DyVu.DTi’Vudx R 
=-- :~tj~a.lD,Vu12dx-~j~a’.DuDu,IDrVu12dx. (4.6) 
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Thus, from (4.4t(4.6) we have 
;-&)a 
i 
j (1Dul+IDu13)lDurl IDyDulZdx R 
;+’ D~UI l~y-‘-~(o’-Du)I IDul lD;+‘ul dx 
+;;:jQ JD:+‘DuDI:-~-~(~.D~~~)I Dul lD:+‘ul dx 
+;c:jQ ID~+‘DuD):-~-~(~‘.Du)I ID2ul lD;+“ul dx 
-J1+J,+J3+J4+J5, (4.7) 
where we set E,(t) - ll&““u(t)ll’ + F,(t) with 
F,,,(t)= j {~-(D~VU(~+~~‘.IV~.D~V~~~} dx. 
Q (4.8) 
Note that by our assumption (0.6) we see 
F,(t) 2 k, IID: VuI12. (4.9) 
Now, we shall carry out the estimations of the terms J1 through J5 in (4.7). 
Since IlVu(t)ll o. -CL the term J, is treated easily as 
J, <C 
ij 
Du (Du,l ID’: Du(‘dx 
R 1 
d C IVWtNl, IID, Mt)ll oo IW” Wt)l12 
<C IIDu(~)~~‘-~‘~” Ilu(t)ll;$ IIDlu(t)ll~;N’2(“--1) 
x IID,4t)ll;~“‘-“~~, 
where we have used the assumption m > N/2 + 1. Applying Proposition 3.1 
we have further 
J, GB,gK(t)- (I-N/2m)mp/N-(1-N/Z(m-l))(m-l)p/N Jza 
= BKgK(t)- 
~2m----l~~lN~, (4.10) 
where I?, denotes positive constants depending on K, but independent of 
(&I, Ul). 
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Next, we shall treat J2 in (4.7). It is easy to see 
k=l 
m-l 
+ C IID;wD;~~ D’ull llD;+f’ull. 
k=l 
Here, setting T(Du) = B’ . Du, we have as usual 
0; Do = D;(T. D’u) 
(4.11) 
x C T”‘(D;’ 0~)~’ . . . (07 Du)“, (4.12) 
s 
where 
si= {(al, . ..) a,, r1, . ..) TJE N2” 
x laIrI + . . . +asrs=i,rl+ ... +r,=r>l,a,< ... <a,}. 
We have 
Ila’.Du.D; D2wDyPk Dull 
dC 1IDu.D) D2~.DI:-k Dull 
G C llD41po IID: D2uII,, II&‘-” Du&-q 
<C llD~ll’-~~ IIDuII~~ llD:D241’~o’ llD;D24$mn-, 
x [ID;-” DuI~~-‘~ IlDT-” Dull$ (4.13) 
with some 1 < po, pl, p2 < cc and 8,, 8,, 8, such that 
iio;=;v (’ yN eo= z-,, ; (cl), 
(cl) 
(4.14) 
(wetakep,=2andO,=lifk=m+l). 
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(Such a choice of {pi> is possible because 
if 1 <k<m- 1.) 
Thus, by Proposition 3.1, 
{the right hand side of (4.13)) 
< CKel + 02 + 83 
xgK(f)r 
(1~6~)mp/N-(1--8~)(m-k-l)p/N-(1--82)k~/N 
=~~~~(~)-(2rn-N-I)p/N. (4.15) 
Moreover, we see (cf. (3.7)) 
11 (DT’ Dz.4)” . . . (D: Du)V-' D2u Dy-” Dull 
< IID;’ WI;,,, . . . IIW DuII;~,~ 
x llD~-‘D2ull,+, IID~-kD41,+, 
<C l/D;' DuII"(~-~') 
x IID;' DuII$;~~, ... IID: DuII”-~~)~~ 
x jlD~Dulj;;-., JJD~-iD2u)11-e8,+~ 
x llD:-iD2ulI~;!k+,-, 
x IID;-kD~I11pes+2 IID;-kDu1j$;2 
with some 0 < pi < co and 0;, i = 1, . . . . s, s + 1, s + 2, such that 
(4.16) 
0 --- (4.17) 
and 
0 s+2= 
We must check the possibility of such a choice of {pi} in (4.17). But, we 
can show (cf. (3.7)) that 
m-k;i-')+ +(;++ <;. (4.18) 
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Indeed, if (m - k + i - 1)/N d l/2 and k/N > l/2, then 
{the left hand side of (4.18)) 
1 m-k+i-1 
N 
1 =-+ 2 -4m+N+2+2k<A+N-2m 1 
2N 2 2N <? 
(note that k < m - 1). 
The other case is treated similarly. Thus, (4.18) holds and hence (4.17) is 
possible. 
Thus, from Proposition 3.1 we have 
{the right hand side of (4.16)) 
~BKgK(~)-~l(l~~l’(~-~l’P/N”‘~(l~~,’~,(m--r,’P/N 
xgK(f)- (I--8,+1)(m-k+i-l)p/N-(l-eB,+~)kp/N 
=B~~~(~)-{(~-NNI~)~+~~N/~--I~P/N 
GB,gtc(t) 
-(2m-N-l)p/N 
It follows from (4.12), (4.15), and (4.19) that 
J:“< BKgK(f)-(2m~N-1’P1N~. 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
Quite similarly we can show the same inequality for Jp’ in (4.11), the 
detail being omitted. 
Next, we shall proceed to the estimation of J3, J4, and J, in (4.7). Since 
these terms are treated by a similar device we shall carry out the estimation 
of J3 only. 
Now, setting T,(V) = cr’ . u, 
J3=mi2j jD;+‘D’ul JD;-l-kT,I IDuJ IDy+‘uJ dx 
k=O n 
m-2 
< 1 llg+1 D’u.D’:-‘-~I’,[I [IDull, llD’:+‘uII 
k=O 
= llD~-’ D2u.D,I-l(Du)ll IlDull, I(D~+‘ull + 1 (ID;k+‘D*u 
k=O 
x 1 I-‘,“(D; Du)I’ ...(D;Du)‘~II IIW, llD~+141, (4.21) 
Sk 
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where we set in the above 
Sk= (aI, . . . . a,, rl, . . . . r,)~fY~~ xairi=m-k-l, 
Cri=r>l,a,< . . . <a, (4.22) 
In (4.21) it is easy to see 
IlDY-’ D2u .D,r,W)ll IID cc 
G CK IlW~)ll, IlDD,4f)ll m 
GBKgK(t)-W-N-lI)plN (see (4.10)). (4.23) 
Moreover, by a usual argument as in (3.16) and (4.14), 
m-3 
k;. IID:+’ D2u 2 ry)(D;’ Du)“. . . (Dy Du)‘~II 
m-3 
G C 1 1 IID ;+’ D2u. (D;‘Du)“...(Dy Du)“ll 
k=O Sk 
m-3 
GC c c IID, k+ ’ D2ullpo IID;’ Dull;,,, . . . IW D41;s, 
k=O Sk 
m-3 
< C c c KeO+01”+ “’ +&r, 
k=O Sk 
~(l~~o)(m-k-2)pJN-(1-9,)r,(m-BI)P/N-...(l~B,)r,(m-B,)p,N 
‘gK > (4.24) 
where we set 
and <i<S). 
(4.25) 
Of course, we should choose {pi} as 
l<pi<cO, icoi=i, and 0<8,<1 (O<i<s). (4.26) 
1 
To check the possibility of such a choice of (pi> we set 
1 m-k-2 
co 
B0= 
if 2- 
N GO 
2N 
N-2(m-k-2) 
if 1 m-k-2,0 
j- N 
54X/98/2-9 
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1 
cc 
m - ui if _-- 
pi= 
2 NGO 
2N 1 
if ?- 
m-ai,O’ 
1 did& 
ri(N- 2(m - cq)) N 
Then, as in (3.11) we see (if l/2- (m- a,)/N>O) 
s 1 
i=opj 2- c -=( l m-;-y+ +j, ri(p!$.5)’ 
1 2m-N-2 1 m-k-2 
-- 
2 2N 
if -2 
2 N 
< 1 k+l 1 
if -< 
m-k-2 --- 
2 N 2 N 
1 
<- 
2 
notethatm>r+ 1 , 
which guarantees the choice of {p,} in (4.26). 
Returning to (4.24) we note that 
(1 -&,)(m-k-2)+ i (1 -0,)(m-ai)ri 
i= I 
=(m-k-2)-z+(m--3 .i ri+Nigo$-,g airi 
r=l f 11 
N 
r-lam---l 
2 
(note that r 3 1). 
Thus, we have the estimate 
m-3 
k;, ID, 
k+l D%C rll).(D:‘Du)r’...(D~Du)“I) IlDulla 
Sk 
~BKgK(f)-(2m--N1)PlN. 
From (4.21), (4.23), and (4.29) we conclude that 
J3GBKgK(f)- 
P--N- ~)P/N JEm(f). 
(4.27) 
(4.28) 
(4.29) 
(4.30) 
As is already mentioned similar treatment gives the same estimate also 
for .I4 and J5 in (4.7) and we arrive at the differential inequality 
$E_(t)~BrgX(t)-(2”N~l)p/N~, O<t<T. (4.31) 
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This gives 
NIPS + c-~,~-NIP”~)-~~~-N- l)plN ds 
G Kxqm(Zm) + 4m+ IUrn)) 
+~~(z~~m~N~l)/m+~(~2m-N~l)pl--N)/~m 
0 )>‘> (4.32) 
where we have used the main assumption (2m - N - 1) p/N > 1 and 
Proposition 3.2 at the last stage. 
Since E,(t) is equivalent to /l&“‘u(t)l/‘+ IIDy”~(t)ll$ we have 
proved the desired estimate (4.1) with 
5. SHARPER ESTIMATE FOR x;Td IID$(t)ll,,+,_,, 
AND THE COMPLETION OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Here. we shall derive the following final estimate of the local solutions. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let u(t) be a local solution on [0, T], T> 0, satisfying 
(2.1) and (2.2). Then, it holds that 
m+l 
c 
k=O 
IlD:uO)ll H,+,-k G 4Um) + QUO? a O<t<T, (5.1) 
where q(Z,) and Q(Z,, K) are positive constants depending on Z,,, and I,, K, 
respectively, in such ways that 
lim q(Z,) = 0 and 
Im + 0 ,fyo QUO, K) = 0. (5.2) 
Proof: The estimate (5.1) is equivalent to 
IID$WllH,+,-, 
G q(zrn) + QUO, 9, O<t<T,j=O,l,..., m+l. (5.3) 
Now, Proposition 4.1 in the previous section asserts that (5.3) is valid for 
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j = m and m + 1. To prove it for 0 d j < m - 1 we suppose that it is valid 
for k+l<j<m+l, O<k<m-1, and we shall show that it holds for 
j= k. 
By the equation itself we see 
D;k+*u(t)-D~{V(~.VU)}+a(x)D~+‘u(t)=0 
and here, 
(5.4) 
Df{V(o.Vu)}=D;k 2a’ f 52 a2 
i , 
u-u+a.Au . 
ii=1 aXi aXj 8XiaXj I 
Thus, 
=- D’:+*u+a(x)D~+‘u 
Df(2o’. (Du)* + a) D;-i D*u. 
Note that we can put (r) 2a’(Du)* + (T z T(Du) and also the left hand 
side is written in short as TO* D$ with a certain (symbolic) function 
I’=r(Du). Operating Dmek-’ we have 
m-k-l 
=- Dk+*Dm-k-lu+ C CDia(x)D”-k-l-iD;+lU 
1 
i=O 
+ 5 Dm-k-l (Dfl-.D;-i D*u) 
i=l 
m-k-l 
+ 1 Dir.D”-k-‘-‘D*D$ 
j=l 
E fk. (5.6) 
By the ellipticity assumption (0.6) we can apply the theory of elliptic 
equations (note that Du is Holder continuous) to (5.6) to get 
IID”-k- ’ D;ku(Oll, < c iifktt)li (5.7) 
or 
(5.7)’ 
Let us carry out the estimation of 11 fk(t)lla 
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Using the assumption of induction we see easily 
(5.8) 
and 
II 
m-k-l 
1 Diu(x)Dm~k-l-iD~+l~(t) 
i=o !I 
d C IID:+14%,,, d dM + QVo, J3. (5.9) 
To estimate the terms Dmpk-’ Dir. 0f-j D2u in the right hand side of 
(5.6) we shall use the notation b for D, as well as D. Then, 
= bi+jr.fim-k-l-j+k-i+2u 
= bi+jr.Dm-i-j+lu (1 <i<k). (5.10) 
Here, 
(5.11) 
setting 
S={(al,..., @,,rl,..., ~,)EN2SIalrl+ . ..+a.r,=i+j, 
rl + ..- +r,=r, r> l}. 
Thus, we see as is usual 
C Il~al+lu)rl . . . (~~~+lU)r,p-i-j+lU~~ 
6 c IIBm-i-j+‘Ullpo (p+‘ull;,,, . . . Ilps+‘UIp,s 
<c IIfim-i-j+luII1-~O ~80 II@+lullrl(l-el) 
x Kel . . . II@s+lullh(l-ed Ke$, (5.12) 
with 
(j = 1-L N 
0 
( > 2 p. i+j 
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and 
8,= ;-fi - ( ) N n n m-6 n = 1, 2, . ..) s, (5.13) 
where {p,,} should be chosen so that 
1<p,<cO, n$oi=i, and 0 < 6, < 1, n = 0, . . . . s. (5.14) 
We can check the possibility of such a choice of {p,} by a similar 
argument as in (3.11) or (4.27), the details being omitted. 
By Proposition 3.1 we know IID’+ ‘u(t)11 < BKgK(f))(m~j)p’N and hence 
the inequality (5.12) implies 
IIBi+ilo.D*-r-i+lu(t)ll 
< BKsrK(f)V d(i+i)pmlN< B,z(/+jl (note that gK(t)-’ <IO”/““‘), 
(5.15) 
where we set 
. . 
d(i+j)d$ (1 -O,)+ i r,(l -e,)(m-a,)lm 
?I=1 
=yl-~o)+(l-~)r-;(i+j)+~ f: L 
n=lP?l 
=W-W,O 
2m ' 
Therefore, we obtain 
ig, ((D”-k- 1 D”‘. of-’ D*u(t)ll <B, i “-f-l z$+j). (5.16) 
i= 1 j=O 
Similarly, we can show also that 
m-k-l m-k-l 
j?, JJD’T.D”-k-1~iD2D:u(t)ll <B, 1 I$“. (5.17) 
i= I 
From (5.7)‘, (5.8), (5.9), (5.16), and (5.17) we conclude 
m-1 
IID%Wllt,,_,+, < qU,J + QUO, K) + B, 1 C?” = q&J + QUO, K) 
j=l 
(5.18) 
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by changing the notation slightly, which completes the proof of the 
estimate (5.1). Q.E.D. 
Concerning the estimation of local solutions we also note that 
IlW~)ll m < IlWt)ll l- N’Zm IMt)ll ;fy, 
< CZ’2”- ““‘“(q(Z,) + Q(&, K))““” ’ 0 
= Q(Zo, Z,,,, K) -+ 0 as IO -0. (5.19) 
Now, we shall define the set S,, K > 0, by 
SK= {(~oJQ)&~ I d~rn)+QUo,K,<K and QUO, I,, K) < L}, 
(5.20) 
and set 
Y= 0 SK. (5.21) 
K>O 
Then, by Proposition 5.1 and (5.19) we conclude that if (uo, u,) ES,, the 
local solution of the problem (1.0) exists in fact globally on [0, co) and 
(u(t), u,(t)) E S, for all t > 0. And all the estimates obtained in previous 
propositions are valid on [0, co). The proof of Theorem 1 is now complete. 
6. ANOTHER TYPE OF QUASI-LINEAR HYPERBOLIC EQUATION 
We shall consider the initial-boundary value problem of another typical 
quasi-linear wave equation, 
u,, - M( IlVu(t)(12) Au + u(x) 24, = 0 on Szx [0, co), 
4x9 0) = %, w, 0) = Ul(X), and 4&2=0, 
(6.1) 
where 52 is a bounded domain in RN with the smooth boundary X?, a(x) 
is a nonnegative smooth function satisfying Hypothesis I in the Introduc- 
tion, and M( .) is a positive smooth function on [0, L), L > 0. 
When a(x) = 0 or a(x) = const. > 0 the existence of an “analytic” solution 
of (6.1) is proved in Pohozaev [14] and Nishihara [12] under the 
assumption that (uO, ul) are analytic and satisfy the compatibility 
condition of infinite order. Exponential decay is also known for the latter 
case. It is an interesting problem to ask whether the problem admits a 
global solution for the initial datum belonging to usual Sobolev spaces 
or not. Concerning this Yamada [18] proved that under the condition 
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a(x) = const. > 0 the problem admits a unique (strong) solution if (u,,, ul) 
belongs to the Sobolev space H, n 8, x fi, and small in this norm. This 
solution becomes smoother if (u,, ui) is so. In the works above it is 
assumed that M(. ) 3 a0 > 0. See also [15]. 
By applying the method used in the previous sections we can establish 
the following result for the problem (6.1). 
THEOREM 2. Let m be an integer with m > N/2 and assume that 
MEC?+l([O, L]) forsome L>O. 
Moreover, suppose that Hypothesis I on a(x) is satisfied with p such that 
p>N/(2m-1). (6.2) 
Then, there exists a certain (unbounded) open set Y in D(A’“+ l)“) x 
D(Ami2) containing (0,O) such that if (u,,, ul) E 9, the problem (6.1) admits 
a unique solution u(t) belonging to 
m+l 
f-) C”([O, co) : D(A’m+‘-k)‘2)). 
k=O 
The solution u(t) has the following decay or boundedness property: 
m+l-j 
k;. lID;kU(t)ll~,+l_,_k~Cm(l+t)-ip’N, OGt<m, (6.3) 
for j= 0, 1, . . . . m. In the above A is the operator -A with D(A) E H2 n 
a, x 8, and C, is a positive constant depending on (1 uoll “,+, + 11 u1 II H,,,. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is similar and in fact simpler than that of 
Theorem 1 and omitted. (A detailed proof is given in our unpublished 
manuscript [ 11 I.) 
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